
 
 

ADDITIONAL KENSINGTON AWNING SET UP INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1. ASSEMBLY ONTO CARAVAN 

Put down an appropriate ground sheet to avoid marking your new Camptech awning. 

To make your assembly easier, where possible remove any detachable panels, this will reduce the weight 

of the canvas when feeding through the awning channel. 

At this stage you are now ready to assemble the awning, for easier assembly it is advised that two people 

will make the next step quicker. Begin to feed the beading into the caravan rail from the opening midway 

at the front of the caravan once this is in one person pulls the awning through the track whilst the other 

person feeds the awning beading into the opening to avoid any snagging, then make sure both pegging 

points are equal distances from the ground. 

2. INFLATION  

Please make sure all valves are in the on position inside the canvas and the all the deflation valves on the 

outside legs are screwed in correctly and the end cap secure, once this is checked you are now ready to 

inflate your awning by the pump provided, alternatively you can use a Camptech certified electric pump 

which can be purchased as an optional extra. 

 
Make sure that the Inflatable Valves are positioned correctly and are NOT in a twisted position when 

the awning is in use or being packed away.
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Attach the lock in nozzle to the top valve on the central leg once secured begin to inflate the awning to 

4-5 psi once psi has been reached you can then detach the pump and recap the inflation point. In the 

pack provided depending on the size of the awing there is additional air roof supports, unscrew the cap 

and inflate to 3-4 psi and replace the cap. The extra beams are curved so please make sure when sliding 

into the sleeve sewn into the roof that the curves are facing upwards and the Velcro is securing the 

beam, once secured zip up the sleeve that encases the beam. 

3. PEGGING 

The side and front panels can now be zipped in, this will ensure when pegging the awning is in the correct 

position for getting maximum tension. Within the pack there is supplied two canopy poles (both ends are 

flat) and two uprights (flat at one end and foot on the other) the upright pole flat end should be located 

in the black pocket that is sewn into the sloping vertical airbeam at mid-point and then the foot extended 

to the floor this should be repeated on the other side, the canopy poles fit on the outside canopy by 

placing the flat ends in the black pockets sewn into the canopy airbeam and tension to the appropriate 

length and repeat the other side. Attach the ladder bands supplied to the awning anchor point. Start 

pegging both corners at the back ensuring correct tension then peg the two front corners ensuring that 

the walls and front are positioned in a front line once this is achieved the remaining points can be 

pegged.  You can now pull the draft skirt supplied through the full length of the bottom awning channel 

of the caravan and attach the wheel arch cover with the suckers provided. The curtains come supplied in 

bags marked front and side these can now be clipped into the curtain track sewn into the awning panels. 

 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS AVAILABLE 

Techline Secure Straps               Annexe Inner Tent           Std Inner tent             LED Light System 

Inflatable Tall Annexe                  Roof Liner                         Electric Air Pump 

LOCK IN NOZZLE 

 


